
 In this session, we will be 
going beyond both the physical 
and astral vehicles to develop na 
experience of the causal vehicle, 
the karan sharira, which is located 
at the region of ajna chakra at 
the brow center, and is otherwise 
known as Rudra granthi - the knot 
of Rudra. 
 The causal vehicle is the 
catalyst of the soul, which carries 
us from life to life on this infinite 
journey of transmigration. To 

perceive thatr which is beyond 
the physical body and the mind, 
we will have to resort to sound. 
Through the extremely high 
vibrational frequencies of mantra 
the experience of the bindhu can 
be seen and felt at the brow cen-
ter within the space of chicaka-
sha. This bluish pearl-like point of 
light is the seat of the Atman, to 
have the true vision of this is the 
attainment of a lifetime. 
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3) Eka Pranamasana -
 one-legged prayer pose

Breathing: Breath normally throughout 
this technique. 

Awareness: Ajna Chakra

3) Saral Natarajasana -
 easy Lord Shiva’s pose

Breathing: Breath normally throughout 
this technique. 

Awareness: On maintaining balance

4) Janu Sirshasana - 
head to knee pose

Breathing: Exhale while bending 
forward, breath normally in the final 

position.
Awareness: Swadisthana Chakra

2) Tiryaka Tadasana - 
swaying palm tree pose

Breathing: Exhale while twisting, inhale 
back to center.. 

Awareness: Manipura Chakra

5) Ardha Titali Asana - 
half butterfly

Breathing: Inhale while bringing the knee 

towards the chest, exhale pushing it back down 

towards the ground. 

Awareness: Swadisthana Chakra

1) Tadasana -
palm tree pose

Breathing: Inhale while raising the 
arms, exhale while lowering.

Awareness: Ajna Chakra

Experiencing the blue bindhu at the space 

of chidakahsa.

“We are the cosmos made conscious and 

life is the means by which the universe 

understands itself.”

-Brian Cox
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9) Prana Mudra
Breathing: Inhale lifting the hands and 
Prana up to Ajna, showering white 
light out to the universe for healing. 
Exhale bringing the hands back down 
returning cosmic love to the root 
chakra, Muladhara.
Awareness: Sushumna Nadi

7) Awakening the Pranamaya 
Kosha with Ujjayi and Khechari

Phase 1: Awareness of the 5 prana vayus.

Phase 2: Follow sushumna nadi up and down 

the spine, becoming aware of the chakras.

Phase 3: Inhale up the solar passage of pingala  

nadi from muladhara to ajna, and exhale down 

ida back to muladhara. 

Phase 4: Experience the prana at ajna chaka.

8) Healing Yourself and Others 
with Prana

Technique: Visualize the person you wish to 

heal infront of the closed eyes. Inhale deep with 

ujjayi pranayama sending a stream of prana to 

the body part to be healed, exhale returning 

only the breath awareness back to ajna. Con-

tinue for a total of 49 breaths.

Self-Purificaiton: Send prana to your entire 

body, feeling every cell being saturated with 

prana.

Returning the prana: Inhale deep focusing 

the prana at the brow-center, exhale sending it 

back down to muladhara. Continue.

Stages of the practice:

1. The vision of the blue bindhu may be seen very faintly on and off. 
The experience of prana flowing with the ujjayi breath during distri-
bution is sensed, but facilitated mostly with the imagination.

2. The vision of the blue bindhu has become stabilized, you can now 
focus on it clearly. A vivid sensation of prana is felt during distribu-
tion. Self-healing and purification is accompanied by physical levity 
and rejuvenation.

3. The vision of the blue bindhu yields a very powerful encounter with 
the Atman, allowing one to become centered in their highest eter-
nal idenitity as pure infinite bliss. The cosmic prana is experienced 
directly allowing one to transcend all techniques and willfully direct 
prana intuitively, with a natural and fluid ease.  
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6) Shambhavi Mudra with Aum 
Chanting

Technique: Inhale deep bringing the eyes 
to gaze at the brow cetner, exhale while 

chanting Aum feeling the vibrations reso-
nate at the brow-center. At the end of the 
exhalation, return the gaze to the neutral 

position.


